
PRODUCT OVERVIEW   
THE BEST OF SOLAR HEAT   
IN ONE VIEW



QUALITY SIGNED AND SEALED

Quality is our top priority, as is made clear by our (inter)
national awards and certifi cates.The dynamic culture of 
innovation, compliance with the most stringent of quality 
criteria in all product groups and exemplary environmental 
friendliness, customer service and ease of maintenance 
were decisive factors in winning over the judging panel.

Thanks to years of experience in solar-thermal energy 
conversion and its continuous research and development, 
TiSUN® has well-engineered and effective products. 

YOUR ADVANTAGES
 + The sun shines all year round for free! 
 + Environmentally friendly
 + Security of supply
 + Energy saving
 + In-house research & development department
 + Quality comes first
 + Added value
 + Whether for a small or big project – we are  

the right partner

PRO CLEAN

PRO CLEAN 2WR

EP 0924471

OUR ROOTS

Tyrol – Land of mountains. A place of breathtaking beauty, 
powerful forces of nature and an excellent quality of life.  
And amongst all of this, a company that has developed  
state-of-the-art solar systems for more than 25 years and 
supplies the entire world with clean solar energy: TiSUN®.

A name that brings together seeming opposites: patriotism 
and high-tech, tradition and future, pragmatism and innova-
tion. TiSUN® produces cutting-edge technology for the harsh 
world around us. With solar systems that shine in all climate 
zones – even in the most extreme conditions, it’s no wonder 
that our export rate is 80%. Throughout Europe, 90 emplo-
yees guarantee the highest quality while 60 retail partners 
handle global sales. 

THE SUN – AN INEXHAUSTIBLE SOURCE OF LIFE

Solar thermal technology converts solar energy into snug 
warmth: cheaply, efficiently and securely. All it needs to do 
this is the sun’s rays and sophisticated technology from  
TiSUN®. Just one solar collector measuring 4 to 6 m² is 
enough to supply an average four-person household with  
hot water. This instantly covers 25% of your energy  
requirements and when supported with a solar energy 
system, the remaining 75% needed for heating can be 
reduced by about 60%.

With a low-maintenance solar system from TiSUN®, you are 
investing in complete security of supply – and thus in your 
independence from fossil fuels.

CUTTING-EDGE TECHNOLOGY
HIGHEST QUALITY

IN-HOUSE RESEARCH DEPARTMENT

STATE-OF-THE-ART SOLAR SYSTEMS

PATENTED
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TANKS
 

 
Whereas the collector captures the sun’s rays and converts 
them into heat, it is the solar cylinder’s job to collect the hot 
water. A household’s domestic hot water and heating system 
is fed by these reserves.

‘Gravitational stratifi cation’ is a functional principle and a major 
advantage of the TiSUN® stratifi ed cylinder. It makes the water 
available at diff erent temperatures: from approx. 60 °C at the 
very top (hot water rises) to approx. 20 °C at the very bottom 
(cold water sinks). This stratified charging principle makes it 
possible to optimally use, even in very brief periods of sunshine: 
Half an hour of sunshine equates to a shower

TiSUN® solar cylinder systems are compatible with all com-
mon heating systems. Space-saving construction, simple 
installation, modern design and high effi ciency make these 
the ideal solution for sustainable energy savings.

This allows us to take a hot shower even when the sun isn’t 
shining. 

COLLECTORS

The new Plug & Flow module collector (PFM) sets is the new 
benchmark thanks to its aesthetic design and flexibility during 
installation and use.

The collector‘s state-of-the-art production technology and 
optimised product credentials are impressive (e.g. reduced 
overall height, watertight frame construction achieved using 
CMT welding, pane bonding). 

The new connection technology and availability in 6 formats 
make the PFM ideal for use in virtually all use cases.

A new hydraulic connection system enables up to 10 collec-
tors, depending on the format, to be interconnected to form 
one array. The PFM is suitable for in-roof and on-roof installa-
tion, as well as outdoor installation.

 + Plug & Flow module collectors (PFM)
 + Plug & Flow large module collectors (PFM-G)

CONTROLS 
AND STATIONS

TiSUN® has developed intelligent, complete packages for 
operation and control of the whole solar thermal system.

TiSUN® solar stations enable convenient energy management 
for many years. What condition is my system in? Is it efficient? 
A press of a button is all that‘s needed – and you have the 
answer. Collector performance is measured continuously, in 
order to transport the maximum energy into the storage unit 
and complex software in the background ensures optimum 
energy balance around-the-clock. You can also intervene 
immediately and control the parameters.

Our innovative solar controls store the data in several langua-
ge versions and can be used in all kinds of different solar and 
heating systems. With the new TiSUN® web modules you can 
access the controls from anywhere in the world.

SETS

Even a small solar system supplies more than 70% of the 
hot water required throughout the year. TiSUN® provides 
optimally configured sets for you. . Perfectly matched pro-
ducts that are robust in design and made from high-quality 
materials will ensure a long life.

Whether used for showering, heating or cooling with the 
TiSUN® solar sets you quickly have an energy-saving and 
efficient solution in your home.

 + Solar hot water set (SWS)
 + Solar heating set (SHS)
 + Thermosiphon system
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Solar Keymark
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PFM-G - SIZES OVERVIEW

PFM-G-S 2.01/2 - 2.01/5 PFM-G-W 2.01/2 & 2.01/3

   -   
  2.37 m                          5.95 m

  &    
    3.41 m                             5.12 m

PFM-G-S 2.55/2 - 2.55/5 PFM-G-W 2.55/2 & 2.55/3

   -   
  2.37 m                          5.95 m

  &   
       4.33 m                                   6.50 m

PFM-G-S 3.30/2 - 3.30/5 PFM-G-S 3.30/2

   -   
  2.37 m                          5.95 m

 
           5.61 m

PFM-S 2.01 PFM-W 2.01

 
1702 x 1182 mm

 
1182 x 1702 mm

PFM-S 2.55 PFM-W 2.55

 
2162 x 1182 mm

 
1182 x 2162 mm

PFM-S 3.30 PFM-W 3.30

2802 x 1182 mm 1182 x 2802 mm

Design Modular flat collector for simple in-roof, on-roof and freestanding installation for collector angles from 15°-70°.

Housing Weather-resistant with aluminium rear panel guarantees long service life and high reliability (max. snow load
pressure 300 kg/m²)

Insulation 25 mm mineral wool, nominal bulk density approx. 25 kg/m³, emission-free, non-flammable - A1 (EN13501), SPF tested

Absorber Full-area laser-welded meander absorber (incl. elbow welding) with high-selectivity PVD coating,
meandering flow, best solar yield guaranteed

Collector sealing Panel bonding with temperature and UV resistant 2-component silicone seal, emission-free Additional
mechanical bonding of the glass by cover strip

Connections 4 connections copper 22 mm with expansion of pipe end

Permissible operating pressure 10 bar

Efficiency See Test Reports

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION PFM & PFM-G

PLUG & FLOW MODULE COLLECTOR PFM

TECHNICALLY AN ABSOLUTE HIGH-FLYER

TiSUN‘s Plug & Flow module collector (PFM) is impressively 
quick and easy to install, thanks to its push-fit hydraulic 
connections. The PFM collector is also a step ahead in sub-
sequent maintenance. The welding using the CMT process 
and the fully-automatic 2-pack bonding make it extremely 
low maintenance. This robust, temperature-resistant and 
weatherproof design that is backed up with a selection of 
high-quality materials, helps to achieve a long and effective 
product life. Stress-free and cost saving!

Only the highest energy yield for you: With an efficiency of 
over 80%, the absorber is one of the most efficient in the 
industry. 

The PFM is suitable for in-roof and on-roof installation, as 
well as outdoor installation.

NEW TECHNOLOGY COMBINED
WITH 25 YEARS‘ EXPERIENCE

Collector structure

1  Absorber:   Laser-welded full-surface absorber with highly selective 
PVD coating, flowed through in the meander system.

2  Housing:   Watertight frame design due to  
CMT welding.

3  Insulation: 25 mm mineral wool, free from gas emissions (outgas-
sing), non-flammable

4  Cover:  Prismatic solar safety glass, 4 mm thick,  
with high light transmission

Hydraulic connections

PRODUCT BENEFITS
 + Solar Keymark tested collector
 + High-performance absorber – complete meander 

pipe is welded to the absorber metal (incl. elbows), 
higher efficiency through greater thermal length

 + CMT welded collector pan
 + Long service life, robust, temperature- and 

weather-resistant design
 + Fast and easy installation using hydraulic 

connections
 + Very low profile construction (62 mm)
 + Sealed glass pane with cover strip
 + Enlarged aperture area with the same gross area

The Solar Keymark was created to certify solar ther-
mal products of high quality at European level. The 
aim is to reduce trade barriers and promote the use 
of high quality solar thermal products in the European 
market and beyond.

The Solar Keymark is a voluntary third-party certifica-
tion mark for solar thermal products, demonstrating 
to end-users that a product conforms to the relevant 
European standards and fulfils additional require-
ments. The Solar Keymark is used in Europe and 
increasingly recognized worldwide.
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Solar Keymark
PLUG & FLOW MODULE COLLECTOR PFM

NEW TECHNOLOGY COMBINED
WITH 25 YEARS‘ EXPERIENCE

Quantity 1 PFM 2 PFM 3 PFM 4 PFM 5 PFM 6 PFM 7 PFM 8 PFM 9 PFM 10 PFM

PFM-S 2.01 1.71 1.71 1.71 1.71 1.71 1.71 1.71 1.71 1.71 1.71

PFM-W 2.01 1.19 1.19 1.19 1.19 1.19 1.19 1.19 - - -

PFM-S 2.55 2.17 2.17 2.17 2.17 2.17 2.17 2.17 2.17 2.17 2.17

PFM-W 2.55 1.19 1.19 1.19 1.19 1.19 1.19 - - - -

PFM-S 3.30 2.81 2.81 2.81 2.81 2.81 2.81 2.81 2.81 2.81 2.81

PFM-W 3.30 1.19 1.19 1.19 1.19 - - - - - -

Quantity 1 PFM 2 PFM 3 PFM 4 PFM 5 PFM 6 PFM 7 PFM 8 PFM 9 PFM 10 PFM

PFM-S 2.01 1.19 2.38 3.57 4.76 5.95 7.15 8.34 9.53 10.72 11.91

PFM-W 2.01 1.71 3.42 5.13 6.84 8.55 10.27 11.98 - - -

PFM-S 2.55 1.19 2.38 3.57 4.76 5.95 7.15 8.34 9.53 10.72 11.91

PFM-W 2.55 2.17 4.34 6.51 8.68 10.85 13.03 - - - -

PFM-S 3.30 1.19 2.38 3.57 4.76 5.95 7.15 8.34 9.53 10.72 11.91

PFM-W 3.30 2.81 5.62 8.43 11.24 - - - - - -

He
ig

ht
 (m

)
W

id
th

 (m
)

Type PFM-S 2.01 PFM-W 2.01 PFM-S 2.55 PFM-W 2.55 PFM-S 3.30 PFM-W 3.30

Item no. 1430683 1430684 1430685 1430686 1430687 1430688

Gross area 2.012 m2 2.012 m2 2.555 m2 2.555 m2 3.312 m2 3.312 m2

Aperture area 1.892 m2 1.892 m2 2.417 m2 2.417 m2 3.146 m2 3.146 m2

Absorber area 1.865 m2 1.865 m2 2.384 m2 2.384 m2 3.108 m2 3.108 m2

External dimensions (H x W x D)
1.702 x 1.182 x 

0.062 m
1.702 x 1.182 x 

0.062 m
2.162 x 1.182 x 

0.062 m
1.182 x 2.162 x 

0.062 m
2.802 x 1.182 x 

0.062 m
1.182 x 2.802 x 

0.062 m

Weight approx. 33 kg 33 kg 42 kg 42 kg 53 kg 53 kg

Heat transport capacity. approx. 1.4 l 1.4 l 1.7 l 2.2 l 1.9 l 2.8 l

ON-ROOF AND FREESTANDING INSTALLATION DIMENSIONS PFMSPECIFICATIONS PFM

Horizontal (type PFM-W 2.01)

max. 6 collectors in total

Horizontal (type PFM-W 2.55)

max. 6 collectors in total

Horizontal (type PFM-W 3.30)

max. 4 collectors in total

max. 10 collectors in total

Vertical (type PFM-S 2.01 / 2.55 / 3.30)

Note:
Module collectors can be fed from 
both sides! For further information 
on connectivity, see the technical 
catalogue!

!

max. 10 collectors per row in total 

CONNECTION EXAMPLES PFM
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Solar Keymark
PLUG & FLOW MODULE COLLECTOR PFM-G

BRILLIANT DUE TO 
PLUG & FLOW

LARGE COLLECTOR

The PFM-G large collector is an ideal alternative to large 
scaled collector systems and makes it possible to reduce 
on-site installation times. Assembled ready-to-connect 
from the respective PFM format, the PFM-G can be quickly 
mounted using a mobile crane – regardless of the weather. 
The individual modules are connected by means of the new 
TiSUN frame system, with dimensionally stable profiles. 

The PFM-G is available in 17 different sizes and suitable for 
any type of roofing. The PFM-G is suitable on roof, in roof 
and free standing.

Large collector PFM-G-S 2.01
Type PFM-G-S 2.01/2 PFM-G-S 2.01/3 PFM-G-S 2.01/4 PFM-G-S 2.01/5

Item no. 1430640 1430641 1430642 1430643

Glass panels 2 3 4 5

Gross area 4.04 6.07 8.10 10.13

Aperture area 3.78 5.68 7.57 9.46

Absorber area 3.73 5.59 7.46 9.32

External dimensions (H x W x D) 1702 x 2374 x 62mm 1702 x 3566 x 62mm 1702 x 4758 x 62 mm 1702 x 5950 x 62 mm

Weight 71 kg 104 kg 138 kg 174 kg

Solar fluid volume 2.8 l 4.2 l 5.6 l 7 l

Large collector PFM-G-S 2.55
Type PFM-G-S 2.55/2 PFM-G-S 2.55/3 PFM-G-S 2.55/4 PFM-G-S 2.55/5

Item no. 1430645 1430646 1430647 1430648

Glass panels 2 3 4 5

Gross area 5.13 7.71 10.29 12.86

Aperture area 4.83 7.25 9.67 12.08

Absorber area 4.77 7.15 9.54 11.92

External dimensions (H x W x D) 2162 x 2374 x 62 mm 2162 x 3566 x 62 mm 2162 x 4758 x 62 mm 2162 x 5950 x 62 mm

Weight 89 kg 131 kg 174 kg 216 kg

Solar fluid volume 3.4 l 5.1 l 6.8 l 8.5 l

Large collector PFM-G-S 3.30
Type PFM-G-S 3.30/2 PFM-G-S 3.30/3 PFM-G-S 3.30/4 PFM-G-S 3.30/5

Item no. 1430650 1430651 1430652 1430653

Glass panels 2 3 4 5

Gross area 6.65 9.99 13.33 16.67

Aperture area 6.29 9.44 12.59 15.73

Absorber area 6.22 9.32 12.43 15.54

External dimensions (H x W x D) 2802 x 2374 x 62 mm 2802 x 3566 x 62 mm 2802 x 4758 x 62 mm 2802 x 5950 x 62 mm

Weight 111 kg 164 kg 218 kg 271 kg

Solar fluid volume 3.8 l 5.7 l 7.6 l 9.5 l

Large collector PFM-G-W
Type PFM-G-W 2.01/2 PFM-G-W 2.01/3 PFM-G-W 2.55/2 PFM-G-W 2.55/3 PFM-G-W 3.30/2

Item no. 1430676 1430677 1430678 1430679 1430680

Glass panels 2 3 2 3 2

Gross area 4.04 6.06 5.12 7.69 6.80

Aperture area 3.78 5.68 4.83 7.25 6.29

Absorber area 3.73 5.59 4.77 7.15 6.22

External dimensions (H x W x D) 1182 x 3414 x 62 mm 1182 x 5126 x 62 mm 1182 x 4334 x 62 mm 1182 x 6506 x 62 mm 1182 x 5614 x 62 mm

Weight 71 kg 104 kg 89 kg 132 kg 112 kg

Solar fluid volume 3.4 l 5.1 l 4.4 l 6.6 l 5.6 l



12 SOLAR STATIONS

SFE SFH SFR SFREH SSRH SSRH 100

Solar station  
with flow meter

Single-line solar station without solar 
control unit, up to max. 25 m2 Collector 
surface with standard pump and flow 
meter.

Solar station  
HE with flow meter

Dual-line solar station with solar control 
unit, up to max. 25  /50 m2 collector 
surface area, with high-efficiency pump 
and flow meter.

Solar station  
with flow meter and control unit

Dual-line solar station with SIMPLEX so-
lar control unit, up to max. 25 m2 collector 
surface area, with standard pump and 
flow meter.

 + Simple standard package for small 
installations

 + Compatible with gravity brake SBV 
22

 + Highly efficient package for small 
and mid-sized installations

 + Gravity brake for forward flow 
included

 + Deaerator for forward flow 
included

 + Standard package including 
control unit for small installations

 + Gravity brake for forward flow 
included

 + Deaerator for forward flow 
included

 + Compatible with flow rate counter 
for heat metering

Solar station  
HE with flow meter and control unit 

Single-line solar station with SIMPLEX 
solar control unit, up to max. 25 m2 col-
lector surface area, with high-efficiency 
pump and flow meter.

Solar station  
HE with sensor and control unit

Dual-line solar station with DUPLEX solar 
control unit, up to max. 25  /50 m2  col-
lector surface area, with high-efficiency 
pump and flow sensor.

Solar station  
HE with sensor and control unit

Dual-line solar station with DUPLEX solar 
control unit, up to max. 100 m2 collector 
surface area, with high-efficiency pump 
and flow sensor

 + Highly efficient package including 
control unit for small installations

 + Compatible with gravity brake  
SBV 22

 + Compatible with flow rate counter 
for heat metering

 +  Highly efficient package for small 
and mid-sized installations

 + Gravity brake for forward flow 
included

 + Deaerator for forward flow 
included

 + Heat metering included

 + Highly efficient package including 
control unit for mid-sized and 
large-scale installations

 + Gravity brake for forward flow 
included

 + Deaerator for forward flow 
included

 + Heat metering included

PRODUCT BENEFITS
 + Uniform insulation enclosure design for all packages
 + Total of 14 variations available within the product range
 + HE packages also within the single-line area, ErP 

Directive (Energy-Related Products Directive)
 + Optimum pump selection for best coverage
 + Packages pre-wired with control
 + Integrated heat metering

Solar stations with 
high-efficiency solar 
pump bear the 
ERP label.
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SOLAR STATIONS
SPECIFICATIONS FOR SOLAR STATIONS

Type SFE 25 SFRE 25 SFEH 25 SFREH 25 SF 25 SFR 25 SFH 25 SFH 50 SSR 25 SSRH 25 SSRH 50 SSRH 100 SES 25 SESH 25

Item no. 1510666 1510667 1510668 1510669 1510670 1510671 1510672 1510673 1510674 1510675 1510676 1510677 1510678 1510679

Product Solar station  
with flow meter

Solar station with 
flow meter

and control unit

Solar station HE 
with flow meter

Solar station HE 
with flow meter 
and control unit

Solar station with 
flow meter

Solar station with 
flow meter and 

control unit

Solar station HE with flow meter Solar station with 
sensor and control 

unit

Solarstation HE mit Sensor und Regelung Expansion module
for solar station 

with sensor

Expansion module 
HE for solar  
station with 

sensor

Connection DN 20  
(compression 
connection for 

Cu 22)

DN 20  
(compression 
connection for 

Cu 22)

DN 20  
(compression 
connection for 

Cu 22)

DN 20  
(compression 
connection for 

Cu 22)

DN 20  
(compression 
connection for 

Cu 22)

DN 20  
(compression 
connection for 

Cu 22)

DN 20  
(compression 
connection for 

Cu 22)

DN 20  
(compression 
connection for 

Cu 22)

DN 20  
(compression 
connection for 

Cu 22)

DN 20  
(compression 
connection for 

Cu 22)

DN 20  
(compression 
connection for 

Cu 22)

DN 25  
(compression 
connection for 

Cu 28)

DN 20  
(compression 
connection for 

Cu 22)

DN 20  
(compression 
connection for 

Cu 22)

Designation Single-line solar 
station without

solar control unit, 
up to max. 25 m2

Collector surface 
with standard 
pump and flow 

meter

Single-line solar 
station with

Simplex solar 
control unit, up to
max. 25 m2 collec-
tor surface area,

with standard 
pump and flow 

meter

Single-line solar 
station without 

solar control unit,
up to max. 25 m2 

Collector surface 
with high-efficien-
cy pump and flow 

meter

Single-line solar 
station with Sim-
plex solar control 

unit, up to max. 
25 m2 collector 
surface area,

with high-efficien-
cy pump and flow 

meter

Dual-line solar 
station without 

solar control unit, 
up to max. 25 m2

Collector surface 
area with standard 

pump and flow 
meter

Dual-line solar 
station with Sim-
plex solar control 

unit, up to max.
25 m2 collector 

surface area, with 
standard pump 
and flow meter

Dual-line solar 
station with solar 
control unit, up to 

max. 25 m2

collector surface 
area, with high-
efficiency pump
and flow meter

Dual-line solar 
station with solar 
control unit, up to 

max. 50 m2

collector surface 
area, with high-
efficiency pump
and flow meter

Dual-line solar 
station with Duplex 
solar control unit, 
up to max. 25 m2 
collector surface 

area, with standard 
pump and flow 

meter

Dual-line solar 
station with Duplex 
solar control unit, 
up to max. 25 m2 
collector surface 

area, with high-effi-
ciency pump and 

flow sensor

Dual-line solar 
station with Duplex 
solar control unit, 
up to max. 50 m2 
collector surface
area, with high- 
efficiency pump
and flow sensor

Dual-line solar 
station with Duplex 
solar control unit, 
up to max. 100 m2 
collector surface
area, with high-
efficiency pump
and flow sensor

Expansion module 
for solar station 

(single-line or du-
al-line) up to 25 m2 
collector surface 

area, with standard 
pump and flow 
sensor, without 

safety group

Expansion module 
for solar station 

(single-line or du-
al-line) up to 25 m2 

 collector surface 
area, with high-ef-
ficiency pump and 

flow sensor, without 
safety group

Single-line station     - - - - - - - -  

Dual-line station - - - -         - -

Expansion station - - - - - - - - - - - -  

Simplex control unit -  -  -  - - - - - - - -

Duplex control unit - - - - - - - -     - -

Wilo Star STG 15/6 pump   - -   - -  - - -  -

Wilo Yonos Para ST 15/7.0 PWM2 pump - -   - -  - -  - - - 

Wilo Yonos Para ST 15/7.5 PWM2 pump - - - - - - -  - -  - - -

Wilo Stratos Para 25/1-11 PWM2 pump - - - - - - - - - - -  - -

Safety group, 10 bar             - -

Integrated air separator - - - -         - -

Flow meter         - - - - - -

Flow sensor - - - - - - - -      

Heat quantity metering - - - - - - - -     - -

Storage installation            - - -

Note: Collector surface area specifi cations are based on TiSUN-specifi c product data and serve for orientation purposes, under no circumstances  
do they replace a detailed pressure loss calculation. To select the appropriate station, see the diagram in the technical catalogue. SOLAR STATIONS FOR LARGE-SCALE SYSTEMS OF 150 M² TO 600 M²,  

MODULAR, WITH HIGH-EFFICIENCY PUMP
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SIMPLEX MULTIPLEX EXPAN-
SION MODULE EM

DUPLEX WEBMODULE  
AD

MULTIPLEX WEBMODULE 
EX

SOLAR CONTROL UNIT

BENEFITS
 + Complete package incl. SD-card, 

LAN- and VBus-connection wires 
as well as RPT-Software

 + Web-access for the control unit via 
control.tisun.com

BENEFITS
 +  Complete package incl. SD-card, 

LAN- and VBus-connection wires 
as well as RPT-Software

 + Communication with building 
management systems possible

 + Web-access for the control units 
via control.tisun.com

Solar controller for small to mid-sized 
solar and heating systems with heat 
metering, web-connection (module requi-
red), actuation of high-efficiency pumps, 
10 pre-configured systems available for 
selection, automatic function check as 
per VDI guideline 2169.

Expansion module for multiplex, usable 
for all optional functions of the multip-
lex, has 5 additional relay outputs and 6 
additional sensor inputs.

System controller for mid-sized to complex 
solar and heating systems with heat me-
tering, web-connection (module required), 
LAN and mini-USB connections, actuation 
of high-efficiency pumps, 27 pre-confi-
gured systems available for selection, 
automatic function check as per VDI 
guideline 2169.

System controller for multi-tank and complex 
solar and heating systems, with heat quantity 
metering, web-connection (module requi-
red), actuation of high-efficiency pumps, 
numerous pre-configured systems (e.g. 
time-controlled thermostat function or ther-
mal disinfection), automatic function check 
as per VDI guideline 2169.

Additional module “Advanced“ records 
larger volumes of data (e.g. measurement 
and balance values of the solar system) 
over longer periods of time and offers the 
possibility of web access to 1 control unit.

Additional module “Expert“ web-module 
records larger volumes of data (e.g. mea-
surement and balance values of the solar 
system) over longer periods of time and 
offers the possibility of web access up to 
6 control units, 3 additional sensor inputs, 
BACnet functionality for BACnet-compli-
ant data transmission.

-Control

BENEFITS
 + Complete package incl. 2 collector 

sensors and 1 tank sensor
 + Compatible with flow rate counter 

for heat metering
 + Comprehensive range of 

accessories

BENEFITS
 + Complete package incl. 2 collector 

sensors and 2 tank sensors
 + Compatible with flow rate counter 

and flow sensor for heat metering
 + With MicroSD-card slot, LAN- and 

Mini-USB-connection
 + Comprehensive range of 

accessories available

BENEFITS
 + Complete package incl. 2 collector 

sensors and 4 tank sensors
 + Compatible with flow rate counter 

and flow sensor for heat metering
 + Compatible with pressure sensor
 + Compatible with radiation sensor
 + Heating circuits controllable by 

atmospheric conditions
 + Expandable with up to 2 modules EM
 + Comprehensive range of 

accessories available

BENEFITS
 + Complete package incl. connection 

wires for Multiplex connection
 + i.e. for additional heating circuits 

controlled by atmospheric 
conditions

TiSUN®-Control is a service portal that allows users to reach a solar 
system via the internet without any configuration being required.

 + Without complicated router configuration
 + Very easy using AD or EX web-module
 + Visualisation also provided for all common module end 

devices
 + System access via web browser –  

no software installation required
 + Display of data curves (trends) as live-data  

display or as a diagram
 + Data can be published with a click when required
 + Individual filters for made-to-measure display of data
 + RPT configuration software available as a free download

Simplex example applications:

Solar system with 2 tanks and 
valve logics

Duplex example applications:

Solar system with stratified tank 
and solid fuel boiler and return 
flow increase

Multiplex example applications:

Solar system with 4 tanks,  
changeover valve logics

-Control

TiSUN®-Control



18 SOLAR CONTROL UNIT

SPECIFICATIONS FOR SOLAR CONTROL UNITS
Equipment Simplex Duplex Multiplex

Number of collector sensors 2 2 2

Number of tank sensors 1 2 4

Max. number of collector arrays (*) 2 2 2

Max. number of tanks (*) 2 2 4

Ambient controlled heating circuits - - 
External heat exchanger   
Electronic speed control for standard pumps   
Electronic speed control for high-efficiency pumps by means of 
pulse-duration modulation   

Temperature sensor inputs 4 5 9 (21¹)

Sensor types Pt1000, Pt500, KTY

Inputs for flow sensors -  
Inputs for pressure sensors - - 
Inputs for radiation sensors - - 
Pulse inputs for flowrate measure device   
Total relay outputs 3 4 5 (15¹)

- Semiconductor relays (which are speed-controlled) 2 3 4

- Floating closer relays 1 1 1

Pulse-duration modulation outputs 2 2 2

- Of which 0-10 V switchable 2 2 2

Realtime clock   

Data interfaces VBus® VBus®, MicroSD,
LAN, MiniUSB VBus®, SD

Energy-efficient switching power supply   
Voltage supply 100-240V

Languages for menu/instructions (**) 6 / 5 17 / 5 17 / 7

(*) System-dependent, (**) is continually expanded, (¹) when used with EM
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FS/1R
FS/2R
FS/WP

PS/1R
PS

PC
PC 2WR BE-SSP-2RPH

SOLAR TANK

PRO CLEAN®

STRATIFIED TANK

FS/1R
FRESH WATER TANK

FS/2R
FRESH WATER TANK

FS/WP
FRESH WATER TANK 
FOR HEAT PUMP AND 
BIOMASS

BE-SSP-2R
HOT WATER TANK 

PS/1R
BACK-UP TANK

PS
BACK-UP TANK

PRO HEAT
STRATIFIED TANK

 + Patented process for 
particularly high, hot water 
output – solar energy gains 
can be used earlier

 + Simple functional principle 
without complicated 
technology (gravity 
circulation principle) 

 + Hygienic domestic hot water 
due to special corrugated 
stainless steel pipe

 + Very suitable for hotels and 
industrial companies with 
continuously high potable 
water demand

 + Heat can be used at any time 
through single or two-zone 
charging

 + Hygienic domestic hot water 
due to special corrugated 
stainless steel pipe

 + Simple functional concept 
without complicated 
technology (natural 
principle)

 + Constant, particularly quick 
hot water supply

 + Hygienic domestic hot 
water due to two special 
corrugated stainless steel 
pipe 

 + Heat can be used at any time 
through single or two-zone 
charging

 + Improved economic 
efficiency for every heating 
system (solar, biomass, 
heat pump)

 + High domestic hot water 
output due to a generously 
dimensioned domestic hot 
water standby section

 + Hygienic domestic hot water 
due to special corrugated 
stainless steel pipe

 + Inflow absorbers prevent 
mixing of the water layers 
(with different temperatures) 
in the back-up tank

 + Prepared for use of 2 
screw-in electrical heaters 
(photovoltaic supply)

 + Efficient combination with 
solar collector and auxiliary 
heating

 + Optimal, especially for 
domestic water heating 

 + High-quality enamelling

 + Impeccable hygiene thanks 
for instantaneous water 
heating

 + Fast response times without 
over or undershooting the 
preset temperature

 + Minimum piping required 
at the back-up tank (ideally 
matched to the external 
freshwater module)

 + Improved cost-effectiveness 
for every heating system 
(solar, biomass, heat pump)

 + Space-saving design with 
minimum heat loss due 
to highly efficient thermal 
insulation

 + Ideal in combination with 
TiSUN® tanks for storing 
large quantities of hot water

 + Optimum energy use due to 
stratified charging

 + Simple functional principle 
without complicated 
technology (natural 
principle)

 + Extendable with the heating 
system accumulator  
back-up tank

 + Improved cost-effectiveness 
for any heating system
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30 Min. 75 Min.

125 Min. 170 Min.

STRATIFIED TANK

PRO CLEAN® 
STRATIFIED TANK

PRO CLEAN®   2WR
STRATIFIED TANK

PRO CLEAN

PRO CLEAN 2WR

EP 0924471

PATENTED

Hygienic domestic hot water heating 
Depending on requirements, freshly prepared domestic hot 
water is extracted from the corrugated pipe into which new 
water then flows. The corrugated profile of the pipe wall 
generates strong turbulence when water flows through, 
together with a large exchanger surface area – vastly 
increasing the hot water capacity.

Spherical exchanger and finned tube heat exchanger 
Hot water at the desired temperature – thanks to the innova-
tive stratifi cation principle. 

Long service life 
The special corrugated stainless-steel pipe in the inner of 
the TiSUN Pro-Clean® stratifi ed cylinder provides domestic 
hot water supply – without corrosion!

Auxiliary heating 
Ideal for all standard heating systems (gas/oil, heat pump, 
biomass, ...) in conjunction with a solar system.

UNBEATABLY POWERFUL – THE PRO-CLEAN®  
PREMIUM SOLAR STRATIFIED TANK 

Pro-Clean® the TiSUN® classic-truly lives up to its name. Its 
special corrugated stainless steel pipe hygienically heats 
domestic hot water while the stratified cylinder, with its inno-
vative spherical exchanger, stratifies the water by tempera-
ture allowing a particularly quick usage of energy. 

Hot water rises, cold water sinks. TiSUN® solar stratified 
cylinders use the physical principle of gravity: A spherical 
exchanger generates layers of hot water at different tempe-
ratures in the cylinder. Depending on the precise tempera-
ture level, this water is fed into the domestic hot water and 
heating system. Stratified charging enables the solar energy 
obtained to be utilised much quicker than in conventional 
cylinder systems. 

BENEFITS PRO CLEAN® SERIES
 + Premium solar stratified tank for heating and domestic 

hot water heating 
 + Patented process for particularly high, hot water output – 

solar energy gains can be used earlier
 + Simple functional principle without complicated 

technology (gravity circulation principle) 
 + Hygienic domestic hot water due to special corrugated 

stainless steel pipe
 + Very suitable for hotels and industrial companies with 

continuously high potable water demand

PRO-CLEAN® 2 CORRUGATED PIPE SOLAR  
STRATIFIED TANK

The Pro-Clean® 2 Corrugated Pipe functions just like its little 
brother. As the name states, it has two corrugated pipes and is 
therefore optimally suitable for high domestic hot water output. 

Detail of Pro-Clean® 2 
Corrugated Pipe stratified  
cylinder

The spherical exchanger forms the 
heart of the TiSUN® solar stratified 
cylinder. It is responsible for the 
stratification of the water by heat 
levels and thus always supplies the 
optimum temperature.
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Specifications Pro-Clean®

1 Discharge capacity (hot water up to 38 °C) when the backup tank is loaded at 60 °C / 50 °C.
2 Δt: Temperature difference between backup tank temperature and domestic hot water tap temperature when the tank is half-full.
3 Figures quoted are based on standard consumption values. Specific calculations are made for extreme consumption e.g. in swimming pools, saunas etc.
4 Number of apartments (3 occupants/apartment). Applicable only without circulation.

Hot water tap output and spherical exchanger sizing for Pro-Clean® stratified tank

Type PC 500 PC 800 PC 1000B PC 1000S PC 1250 PC 1500 PC 2000 PC 2500 PC 3000 PC 4000 PC 5000

Tank volume l 520 760 980 980 1250 1490 1930 2430 2910 3920 4950

Single discharge
capacity1 60°C l 400 600 810 810 1050 1290 1710 2150 2610 3560 4475

50°C l 285 430 580 580 750 920 1220 1535 1865 2540 3200

Corrugated pipe
Volume of corrugated  
domestic hot water pipe l 45 55 55 55 55 60 60 75 75 75 75

Corrugated pipe length m 24 29 29 29 29 34 34 39 39 39 39

Corrugated pipe Surface area m2 6.19 7.48 7.48 7.48 7.48 8.77 8.77 10.06 10.06 10.06 10.06

Tap output (hot water)

∆T2 at 30 l/min °C 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

∆T2 at 40 l/min °C 6 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 4

∆T2 at 50 l/min °C 10 8 8 8 8 7 7 6 6 6 6

∆T2 at 70 l/min °C – – – – – 11 11 10 9 9 8

Area of use  
(hot water)3 AW4 1-2 1-4 1-5 1-5 1-5 1-6 1-7 1-9 1-11 1-12 1-14

Combinable with ST 10-40 ST 10-40 ST 20-40
ST 60K

ST 20-40
ST 60K

ST 20-40
ST 60K

ST 20-40
ST 60K

ST 20-40
ST 60K

ST 20-40
ST 60K ST 60 ST 60 ST 60

Max. water flow rate with Pro-Clean® tank without mixing the layers

Tank size [l] 500 800 1000 1250 1500 2000 2500 3000 4000 5000

Volumetric flow [m3 / h] 2.7 3.2 3.4 3.4 4.0 4.3 4.4 4.5 4.9 5.0

Hot water tap output and spherical exchanger sizing for Pro-Clean® 2WR stratified tank

Type PC 2WR
1250

PC 2WR
1500

PC 2WR
2000

PC 2WR
2500

PC 2WR
3000

PC 2WR
4000

PC 2WR
5000

Tank volume l 1250 1490 1930 2430 2910 3920 4950

Single discharge capacity 60°C l 1050 1290 1710 2150 2610 3560 4475

50°C l 750 920 1220 1535 1865 2540 3200

Corrugated pipe

Volume of corrugated domestic hot water pipe l 2 x 55 2 x 55 2 x 60 2 x 75 2 x 75 2 x 75 2 x 75

Length m 2 x 29 2 x 29 2 x 34 2 x 39 2 x 39 2 x 39 2 x 39

Surface area  m2 2 x 7.48 2 x 7.48 2 x 8.77 2 x 10.06 2 x 10.06 2 x 10.06 2 x 10.06

Tap output (hot water) with two corrugated pipes connected in parallel

Type PC 2WR 
1250

PC 2WR 
1500

PC 2WR 
2000

PC 2WR 
2500

PC 2WR 
3000

PC 2WR 
4000

PC 2WR 
5000

∆T2 at 30 l/min °C 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

∆T2 at 40 l/min °C 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

∆T2 at 50 l/min °C 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

∆T2 at 70 l/min °C 7 6 6 5 5 5 5

∆T2 at 90 l/min °C 9 8 8 7 7 6 6

∆T2 at 110 l/min °C 11 8 8 8 7 7 7

∆T2 at 130 l/min °C 13 12 12 11 10 10 10

Area of use (hot water)3 AW4 1-10 1-12 1-14 1-16 1-18 1-20 1-22

Combinable with ST 20-40  
ST 60k

ST 20-40  
ST 60k

ST 20-40  
ST 60k

ST 20-40  
ST 60k ST 60 ST 60 ST 60

PRO CLEAN® 
PRO CLEAN® 2WR

Pro-Clean® solar stratifi ed tank

Collector
Hot water

Solar station

Mixing valve

Cold water

Radiators UFH

Oil
Gas
Biomass
Heat pump

Max. operating temperature 110°C

Max. tank operating pressure 3 bar

Max. stainless steel pipe operating pressure 6 bar

Boiler/heating connections Rp 6/4“(partially with inflow absorber)

Domestic hot water connections Rp 1“

Cylinder feed and drain cock connections Rp ½“

Thermometer connection Rp ½“

Type PC 500 PC 800 PC 
1000-B

PC 
1000-S PC 1250 PC 1500 PC 2000 PC 2500 PC 3000 PC 4000 PC 5000

Item no. 1610921 1610922 1610923 1610924 1610925 1610926 1610927 1610928 1610929 1610930 1610931

Nominal volume [l] 514 744 971 930 1246 1496 1889 2430 2910 3920 4950

Height without
insulation [mm]* 1760 1910 1950 2120 2200 2190 2280 2170 2660 2290 2800

Height with  
insulation [mm]* 1860 2010 2050 2220 2300 2290 2380 2270 2760 2390 2900

Diameter without
insulation [mm]* 650 750 850 790 900 1000 1100 1300 1250 1600 1600

Diameter with
insulation [mm]* 850 950 1050 990 1100 1200 1300 1500 1470 1820 1820

Width A with
insulation [mm]* 1020 1105 1180 1140 1235 1320 1400 1600 1540 1840 1840

Width B with
insulation [mm]* 1175 1280 1380 1320 1440 1540 1640 1840 1800 2140 2140

Tilt height [mm]* 1800 1965 2020 2180 2270 2280 2380 2350 2780 2520 2945

Weight [kg] 130 150 163 168 204 236 267 403 415 510 520

Specifications Pro-Clean® 2WR

Type PC 2WR 
1250

PC 2WR 
1500

PC 2WR 
2000

PC 2WR 
2500

PC 2WR 
3000

PC 2WR 
4000

PC 2WR 
5000

Item no. 1610932 1610933 1610934 1610935 1610936 1610937 1610938

Nominal volume [l] 1246 1496 1889 2430 2910 3920 4950

Height without insulation [mm]* 2200 2190 2280 2170 2660 2290 2800

Height with insulation [mm]* 2300 2290 2380 2270 2760 2390 2900

Diameter without insulation [mm]* 900 1000 1100 1300 1250 1600 1600

Diameter with insulation [mm]* 1100 1200 1300 1500 1470 1820 1820

Width A with insulation [mm]* 1100 1200 1300 1500 1470 1820 1820

Width B with insulation [mm]* 1235 1320 1400 1600 1530 1830 1830

Tilt height [mm]* 2270 2280 2380 2350 2780 2520 3020

Weight [kg] 290 330 380 535 500 690 780

* All size specifications have a tolerance range of +/- 3%

PRO CLEAN

PRO CLEAN 2WR

EP 0924471

PATENTED
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PRO HEAT 
STRATIFIED TANK

STRATIFIED TANK

Specifications

Max. operating temperature 110 °C

Max. tank operating pressure 3 bar

Boiler/heating connections Rp 6/4“ (partially with inflow absorber)

Cylinder feed and drain cock connections Rp ½“

Thermometer connection Rp ½“

CONNECTION DIAGRAM PRO-HEAT STRATIFIED TANK

Specifications

Type PH 500 PH 800 PH 
1000-B

PH 
1000-S PH 1250 PH 1500 PH 2000 PH 2500 PH 3000 PH 4000 PH 5000

Item no. 1610939 1610940 1610941 1610942 1610943 1610944 1610945 1610946 1610947 1610948 1610949

Nominal volume[l] 514 744 971 930 1246 1496 1889 2430 2910 3920 4950

Height without
insulation [mm]* 1760 1910 1950 2120 2200 2190 2280 2170 2660 2290 2800

Height with  
insulation [mm]* 1860 2010 2050 2220 2300 2290 2380 2270 2760 2390 2900

Diameter without
insulation [mm]* 650 750 850 790 900 1000 1100 1300 1250 1600 1600

Diameter with
insulation [mm]* 850 950 1050 990 1100 1200 1300 1500 1470 1820 1820

Width A with
insulation [mm]* 1020 1105 1180 1140 1235 1320 1400 1600 1530 1830 1830

Width B with
insulation [mm]* 1175 1280 1380 1320 1440 1540 1640 1840 1790 2130 2130

Tilt height [mm]* 1820 1875 2020 2185 2270 2280 2380 2350 2780 2520 3020

Weight [kg] 130 155 178 182 217 254 291 444 365 420 690

* All size specifications have a tolerance range of +/- 3%

THE PRO-HEAT STRATIFIED TANK

Stratified charging of the accumulator storage tank prevents mixing 
of cold and already heated water, therefore augments heating out-
put optimally. Inflow absorbers provide additional help by ensuring 
stratification (layering) is retained. 

Used in conjunction with a spherical exchanger, the Pro-Heat 
becomes the multi-functional stratified tank system for heating 
systems.

Best insulation values   
Highly efficient thermal insulation ensures the lowest possible heat 
losses 

Spherical exchanger with finned heat exchanger  
Water is heated at the required temperature –  thanks to the innova-
tive layer principle  

Auxiliary heating 
Ideal for combination with solar systems as heating back-up, 
biomass systems as accumulator storage and heat pump systems 
as the storage for heating

BENEFITS
 + Optimum energy use due to stratified charging
 + Simple functional principle without complicated 

technology (natural principle)
 + Extendable with the heating system accumulator 

back-up tank
 + Improved cost-effectiveness for any heating system
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A

B

STRATIFIED TANK

ST 10 ST 20 ST 40 ST 60 ST 60K

consistent 
with PC/PH 

500-800

consistent 
with PC/PH 

500-1500

consistent 
with PC/PH 

800-2500

consistent 
with PC/PH 
1000-2500

consistent 
with  PC/PH
3000-5000

Item no. 1620093 1620094 1620095 1620003 1620002

Material Housing: S 235 JR/heat exchanger: Cu

Installation Install via flange to Pro-Clean® and Pro-Heat® tank

Housing
Max. operating pressure / max temp. 3 bar / 110°C

Heat exchanger
Max. operating pressure / max temp. 10 bar / 110°C

Height without insulation 1457 mm 1927 mm 1457 mm

Diameter without insulation 216 mm 300 mm

Total volume with heat exchanger 32 l 67.5 l

Volume of housing without heat 
exchanger 29.9 l 29.6 l 27.8 l 60 l

Heat exchanger volume 2.1 l 2.4 l 4.2 l 7.5 l

Empty weight 40 kg 44 kg 50 kg 59 kg 61 kg

Heat exchanger outer diameter 190 mm 257 mm

Length (insertion depth)  
of heat exchanger 570 mm 665 mm 850 mm 980 mm

Surface area of heat exchanger 2.63 m2 3.87 m2 5.5 m2 9.5 m2

Max. recommended  
collector surface area 10 m2 20 m2 40 m2 60 m2

SPHERICAL EXCHANGER FOR SOLAR STRATIFIED 
TANK PRO-CLEAN® / 2WR / PRO-HEAT

The spherical exchanger ensures optimum charging of the 
stratified tank. Includes an integrated copper finned tube 
heat exchanger.

POLYESTER FIBRE FLEECE INSULATION FOR PRO-CLEAN® / 2WR / PRO-HEAT

The outer shell is made of hard synthetic polystyrene sheeting,  
which is 1.2 mm thick with a grey (RAL 9022) textured surface.  
The inner insulation shell is made of polyester fibre fleece.  

Entire insulation: Fire resistance class B2,  
CFC-free and 100% recyclable.

Property Test 
method Value Unit

Density - 27 kg/m3

Fogging behaviour DIN 75201 B 0.3 mg

Formaldehyde emission VDA 275 < 2 mg/kg

Fire test DIN 75200 < 100 mm/min

Fire resistance class DIN 4102 B1 -

Fire resistance class in a compound DIN 4102 B2 -

Continuous connection temperature - max. 130 °C

Colour - white -

Thermal conductivity of the insulation - 0.035 W/mK

POLYESTER FIBRE FLEECE INSULATION 200 MM FOR PRO-CLEAN® / 2WR / PRO-HEAT

Polyester fibre fleece insulation with polystyrene outer shell in grey RAL9022; best heat insulation properities guaranteed. Can 
only be used in combination with mounted spherical exchanger!

Property Test 
method Value Unit

Density - 12 kg/m3

Fogging behaviour DIN 75201 B 0,2 mg

Formaldehyde emission VDA 275 < 2 mg/kg

Fire test DIN 75200 < 100 mm/min

Fire resistance class DIN 4102 B1 -

Fire resistance class in a 
compound DIN 4102 B2 -

Continuous connection 
temperature - max. 130 °C

Colour - white -

Thermal conductivity of the 
insulation - 0.041 W/mK

Dimensions Tank with insulation

Type ISOVL 200 
PCH 800

ISOVL 200 
PCH1000S

Item no. 1610793 1610794

Dimension A 1524 mm 1558 mm

Dimension B 1154 mm 1201 mm

Height 2110 mm 2320 mm

Thickness 200 mm 200 mm

DIMENSIONS TANK WITH POLYESTER FIBRE FLEECE INSULATION FOR PC AND PH

Type ISOVS 
PCH 
500

ISOVS 
PCH 
800

ISOVS 
PCH 

1000B

ISOVS 
PCH  

1000S

ISOVS 
PCH 
1250

ISOVS 
PCH 
1500

ISOVS 
PCH 
2000

ISOVS 
PCH 
2500

ISOVS 
PCH 
3000

ISOVS 
PCH 
4000

ISOVS 
PCH 
5000

Item no. 1610950 1610951 1610952 1610953 1610954 1610955 1610956 1610957 1610958 1610959 1610960

Dimension A 1020 mm 1105 mm 1180 mm 1140 mm 1235 mm 1320 mm 1400 mm 1600 mm 1540 mm 1840 mm 1840 mm

Dimension B 1175 mm 1280 mm 1380 mm 1320 mm 1440 mm 1540 mm 1640 mm 1840 mm 1800 mm 2140 mm 2140 mm

Thickness 100 mm 100 mm 100 mm 100 mm 100 mm 100 mm 100 mm 100 mm 110 mm 110 mm 110 mm

DIMENSIONS TANK WITH POLYESTER FIBRE FLEECE INSULATION FOR PC 2WR
Type ISOVS

PC 2WR 
1250

ISOVS
PC 2WR 

1500

ISOVS
PC 2WR 

2000

ISOV
PC 2WR 

2500

ISOVS
PC 2WR

3000

ISOVS
PC 2WR 

4000

ISOVS
PC 2WR 

5000

Item no. 1610961 1610962 1610963 1610964 1610965 1610966 1610967

Dimension A 1235 mm 1320 mm 1400 mm 1600 mm 1540 mm 1840 mm 1840 mm

Dimension B 1440 mm 1540 mm 1640 mm 1840 mm 1800 mm 2140 mm 2140 mm

Thickness 100 mm 100 mm 100 mm 100 mm 110 mm 110 mm 110 mm

PRO CLEAN® 
PRO CLEAN® 2WR 
PRO HEAT 
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40 °C

20 °C

40 °C

70 °C70 °C

FRESH WATER TANK

FS/2R
FRESH WATER TANK

FS/1R 
FRESH WATER TANK

THE BIG BROTHER WITH 2 SOLAR COILS

The two smooth-tube coils in the tank enable two-zone 
charging, which helps to substantially increase efficiency. 
The integrated priority solar circuit heats the upper part of 
the storage tank and therefore enables faster heating and 
withdrawal of the domestic water.

Heat can be used at 
any time due to efficient 
two-zone charging

BENEFITS
 + Heat can be used at any time through single or two-zone 

charging
 + Hygienic domestic hot water due to special corrugated 

stainless steel pipe
 + Improved economic efficiency for every heating system 

(solar, biomass, heat pump)
 + Constant, particularly quick hot water supply
 + Simple functional concept without complicated 

technology (natural principle)
 + Space-saving design
 + Five-year guarantee, patented system
 + Long service life

FRESH WATER AROUND THE CLOCK 

The TiSUN® freshwater tank ensures hot, clean water and 
augments the heating system. The water passes through 
its corrugated stainless steel pipe by way of the continuous 
flow principle (continuous flow heating process) whereby 
it is quickly renewed again and again, rather than spending 
hours collected in a feeder tank. Heat loss is reduced to a 
minimum thanks to the innovative non-woven insulation of 
the tank.

 

Hygienic domestic hot water heating 
Depending on requirements, freshly prepared domestichot 
water is extracted from the corrugated pipe into which new 
water then flows.

Robust insulation 
Made from Polyester fibre fleece, the tank has the best 
insulation qualities and is 100% recyclable.

Compact design with integrated solar heat exchanger.

Powerful two-zone charging for improved efficiency.

Auxiliary heating 
Ideally gas / oil, biomass in conjunction with a solar system.
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Specifications FS/1R Solar fresh water tank with one coil

Type FS 375/1R FS 500/1R FS 800/1R FS 1000-S/1R

Item no. 1610603 1610303 1610304 1610305

Nominal volume [l] 342 514 744 930

Height without insulation [mm] * 1675 1790 1940 2150

Height with insulation [mm] * 1725 1860 2010 2220

Diameter without insulation [mm] * 550 650 750 790

Diameter with insulation [mm] * 710 850 950 990

Tilt height [mm] * 1695 1820 1975 2185

Weight [kg] 135 175 215 250

*All size specifications have a tolerance range of +/- 3%

Discharge capacity and hot water tap output (+/- 5% deviation)

ESingle discharge capacity (hot water 38°C) 
when the back-up tank is loaded at 60 °C litres 270 380 540 700

Single discharge capacity(hot water 38 °C) 
when the back-up tank is loaded at 55 °C litres 216 304 432 560

Single discharge capacity (hot water 38°C) 
when the back-up tank is loaded at 50°C litres 186 262 372 483

Temperature difference between a semi-char-
ged back-up tank and hot water with an HW tap 
quantity of

30 l/min °C 7 6 5

40 l/min °C 9 8 7

50 l/min °C 16 14 12

Solar register

Type FS 375/1R FS 500/1R FS 800/1R FS 1000-S/1R

Material Steel

Outer diameter 33.7 mm

Inner diameter 29.1 mm

Wall thickness   2.3 mm

Length 15 m 17 m 21 m 27 m

Surface area (smooth pipe) 1.5 m2 1.8 m2 2.2 m2 2.8 m2

Content 10.0 l 11.3 l 14.0 l 18.0 l

Max. collector area 10 m2 10.5 m2 13 m2 15.5 m2

FS/1R 
FRESH WATER TANK

Fresh water tank 1R

Collector
Hot water

Solar station

Cold water

Radiators

Oil
Gas
Biomass

UFH

Mixing valve

Specifications

Max. operating temperature 110°C

Max. tank operating pressure 3 bar

Max. stainless steel pipe operating pressure 6 bar

Max. operating pressure of smooth pipe coil 10 bar

Boiler/heating connections Rp 6/4“

Domestic hot water connections Rp 1“

Cylinder feed and drain cock connections Rp ½“

Thermometer connection Rp ½“

Figures quoted with a tolerance of 5%

Corrugated pipe

Type FS  
375/1R

FS 
500/1R

FS 800 
1.000/1R

Material Corrugated stainless steel hose DIN 1.4404 
(AISI 316L, V4A)

Max. operating 
pressure 6 bar

Length 15 m 19 m 24 m

Surface area (corruga-
ted hose = 0.258 m2/m) 3.87 m2 4.90 m2 6.19 m2

Content 26 l 35 l 45 l
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Oil
Gas
Biomass

Fresh water tank 2R

Collector

Hot water

Solar station

Cold water

Radiators UFH

Mixing valve

FS/2R 
FRESH WATER TANK

Property Test method Value Unit

Density - 12 kg/m

Fogging behaviour DIN 75201 B < 0,2 mg

Formaldehyde emission VDA 275 < 2 mg/kg

Fire test DIN 75200 < 100 mm/min

Fire resistance class DIN 4102 B2 -

Fire resistance class in a compound DIN 4102 B2 -

Continuous connection temperature - max. 130 °C.

Colour - white -

Thermal conductivity of the insulation - 0.041 W/mK

Polyester fibre fleece insulation for 
FS 1R and FS 2R

The outer shell is made of hard synthetic 
polystyrene sheeting. The inner insulation 
shell is made of polyester fibre fleece.  
Entire insulation: Fire resistance class B2,  
CFC-freeand 100% recyclable.

Dimensions

Type ISO-
VL-FS 
375/1R

ISO-
VL-FS 
500/1R

ISO-
VL-FS 
800/1R

ISO- 
VL-FS 

1000S/1R

ISO-
VL-FS
500/2R

ISO-
VL-FS
800/2R

ISO- 
VL-FS

1000S/2R

ISO-
VL-FS

1250/2R

ISO-
VL-FS

1500/2R

ISO- 
VL-FS

2000/2R

Item no. 1610552 1610553 1610554 1610555 1610742 1610556 1610557 1610795 1610796 1610800

Outer diameter 710 mm 850 mm 950 mm 990 mm 850 mm 950 mm 990 mm 1100 mm 1200 mm 1300 mm

Material 
thickness 80 mm 100 mm 100 mm 100 mm 100 mm 100 mm 100 mm 100 mm 100 mm 100 mm

500/2R 800/2R 1000S/2R 1250/2R 1500/2R 2000/2R

Discharge capacity and hot water tap output (+/- 5% deviation)

Single discharge capacity (hot water 38°C) when
the back-up tank is loaded at 60 °C litres 380 540 700 900 1050 1360

Single discharge capacity(hot water 38 °C) when
the back-up tank is loaded at 55 °C litres 304 432 560 720 843 1090

Single discharge capacity (hot water 38°C) when
the back-up tank is loaded at 50°C litres 262 372 483 620 727 940

Temperature difference between a 
semi-charged back-up tank and hot
water with an HW tap quantity of

30 l/min °C 6 5 4 3

40 l/min °C 8 7 6 5

50 l/min °C 14 12 10 8

Specifications Fresh water tank 2R

Type FS  
500/2R

FS  
800/2R

FS 
1000S/2R FS 1250/2R FS 1500/2R FS 2000/2R

Item no. 1610692 1610288 1610289 1610783 1610784 1610785

Nominal volume [l] 514 744 930 1246 1496 1889

Height without insulation [mm] * 1760 1940 2120 2200 2190 2280

Height with insulation [mm] * 1860 2040 2220 2300 2290 2380

Diameter without insulation [mm] * 650 750 790 900 1000 1100

Diameter with insulation [mm] * 850 950 990 1100 1200 1300

Tilt height [mm] * 1820 1975 2185 2270 2275 2380

Weight [kg] 190 235 280 325 375 420

* All size specifications have a tolerance range of +/- 3%

Corrugated pipe

Material Stainless steel corrugated pipe 1.4404 (AISI 316 L , V4A)

Max. operating pressure 6 bar

Length 19 m 24 m 24 m 24 m 29 m 34m

Surface area (corrugated hose = 0.258 m2/m) 4.90 m² 6.19 m² 6.19 m² 6.19 m² 7.48 m² 8.77 m²

Contents 35 l 45 l 45 l 45 l 55 l 60 l

Figures quoted with a tolerance of 5%

Solar register top/bottom

Material S 235 JR steel

Outer diameter 33.7 mm

Inner diameter 29.1 mm

Wall thickness 2.3 mm

Smooth pipe surface area 1.3 / 1.9 m² 1.6 / 2.3 m² 2.0 / 3.0 m² 2.3 / 3.4 m² 2.5 / 3.7 m² 2.8 / 4.2 m²

Length 13 / 18 m 15 / 22 m 19 / 28 m 22 / 32 m 24 / 35 m 27 / 40 m

Contents 8.6 / 12.0 l 10.0 / 14.6 l 12.6 / 18.6 l 14.6 / 21.2 l 16.0 / 23.3 l 18.0 / 26.6 l

Max. recommended collector surface area 10.5 m² 13 m² 15.5 m² 18 m² 21 m² 25.5 m²

Specifications

Max. operating temperature 110°C

Max. tank operating pressure 3 bar

Max. stainless steel pipe operating pressure 6 bar

Max. operating pressure of smooth pipe coil 10 bar

Boiler/heating connections Rp 6/4“

Domestic hot water connections Rp 1“

Cylinder feed and darin cock connections Rp ½“

Thermometer connection Rp ½“
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FS/WP
FRESH WATER TANK 
FOR HEAT PUMP AND   
BIOMASS

Specifications

Type FS 500/WP FS 800/WP FS 1000-S/WP FS 1250/WP

Item no. 1610913 1610914 1610915 1610916

Nominal volume [l] 514 744 930 1246

Standby volume [l] 284 412 494 702

Height without insulation [mm] * 1760 1910 2120 2200

Height with insulation [mm] * 1860 2010 2220 2300

Diameter without insulation [mm] * 650 750 790 900

Diameter with insulation [mm] * 850 950 990 1100

Tilt height [mm] * 1820 1975 2185 2270

Weight [kg] 145 175 200 245
*All size specifications have a tolerance range of +/- 3%

Volumetric flows on boiler/heating water side

Max. volumetric flow without  
mixing the layers 2.5 m3/h 3.0 m3/h 3.0 m3/h 3.0 m3/h

Characteristics of the domestic water heat exchanger (corrugated stainless steel pipe)

Material Sleeve 1.4401. corrugated pipe 1.4404

Max. operating temperature 110 °C

Max. operating pressure 6 bar

Length 24 m 29 m 29 m 34 m

Surface area 6.19 m2 7.48m2 7.48 m2 8.77 m2

Content 45 l 55 l 55 l 65 l

Figures quoted with a tolerance of 5%

Single discharge capacity (cold water 15°C, hot water 45°C)

Stand-by part heated to 55°C ("Summer mode")

Volumetric flow at tap Single discharge capacity 45°C [l]

10 l/Min. 230 l 340 l 380 l 600 l

20 l/Min. 250 l 360 l 400 l 640 l

30 l/Min. 200 l 330 l 390 l 600 l

40 l/Min. 280 l 360 l 560 l

Tank charged at 55°C

Volumetric flow at tap Single discharge capacity 45°C [l]

10 l/Min. 380 l 500 l 690 l 880 l

20 l/Min. 420 l 560 l 740 l 960 l

30 l/Min. 360 l 540 l 660 l 930 l

40 l/Min. 480 l 620 l 920 l

Heat pump

Hot water

Mixing valve

Cold water

Fresh water tank

Underfloor heating

COMBINATION TALENT

The TiSUN® FS/WP freshwater tank ensures hot, clean water 
and augments operation of underfloor heating with a heat 
pump. The water passes through its corrugated stainless steel 
pipe by way of the continuous flow principle (continuous flow 
heating process) whereby it is quickly renewed again and 
again,  rather than spending hours collected in a feeder tank. 
Heat loss is reduced to a minimum thanks to the innovative 
non-woven insulation of the storage tank. Inflow absorbers 
prevent water layers mixing (with different temperatures) in 
the storage tank during heating mode.

Hygienic domestic hot water heating 
Depending on requirements, freshly prepared domestic hot 
water is extracted from the corrugated pipe into which new 
water then flows. The corrugated profile of the pipe wall 
generates strong turbulence when water flows through, 
together with a large exchanger surface area – vastly 
increasing the hot water capacity.

Auxiliary heating 
Ideal for operation with heat pumps or with conventional 
heating systems with gas / oil-fired boilers.

BENEFITS
 + High domestic hot water output due to generous 

dimensions of domestic hot water standby section
 + Hygienic domestic hot water due to special corrugated 

stainless steel pipe
 + Inflow absorbers prevent water layers mixing (with 

different temperatures) in the storage tank
 + Prepared for use of 2 screw-in electrical heaters 

(photovoltaic supply)

Inflow absorbers 
prevent mixing of the 2-zone  
tratification in the tank
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BE-SSP-2R
HOT WATER TANK

FS/WP
FRESH WATER TANK 
FOR HEAT PUMP AND   
BIOMASS

Specifications

Property Test method Value Unit

Density - 12 kg/m

Fogging behaviour DIN 75201 B < 0,2 mg

Formaldehyde emission VDA 275 < 2 mg/kg

Fire test DIN 75200 < 100 mm/min

Fire resistance class DIN 4102 B2 -

Fire resistance class in a compound DIN 4102 B2 -

Continuous connection temperature - max. 130 °C.

Colour - white -

Thermal conductivity of the insulation - 0.041 W/mK

Dimensions
Type ISOVL-

FS 500/ WP
ISOVL-

FS 800/ WP
ISOVL-

FS 1000-S/ WP
ISOVL-

FS 1250/ WP

Item no. 1610917 1610918 1610919 1610920

Outer diameter 850 mm 950 mm 990 mm 1100 mm

Material thickness 100 mm 100 mm 100 mm 100 mm

Specifications

Max. operating temperature 110°C

Max. tank operating pressure 3 bar

Max. stainless steel pipe operating pressure 6 bar

Boiler/heating connections Rp 6/4“

Domestic hot water connections Rp 1“

Cylinder feed and drain cock connections Rp ½“

Thermometer connection Rp ½“

POLYESTER FIBRE FLEECE INSULATION FOR FRESH WATER TANKS

The outer shell is made of hard synthetic polystyrene sheeting, which is 1 mm thick with a 
grey (RAL 9022) textured surface. The inner insulation shell is made of polyester fibre fleece. 
The three-part shell is assembled using adjustable clip locking rails. Including lid and base 
insulation as well as EPS sealing plugs. Entire insulation: Fire resistance class B2, CFC-free 
and 100% recyclable.

Solar coil 
With large heat exchanger surface for quick heating.

Robust insulation 
With the best insulation qualities

Compact design  
All TiSUN components are perfectly compatible.

Auxiliary heating 
Ideally gas / oil, biomass in conjunction with a solar system.

WATER ON!  
WITH THE TISUN® HOT WATER TANK

If only domestic water is heated by solar heat, the TiSUN® 
hot water tank is the best choice. With its high-quality  
enamelling, it not only fulfils the highest hygiene standards, 
but  looks good too.

BENEFITS
 + Efficient combination with solar collector and auxiliary 

heating
 + Optimal, especially for domestic water heating 
 + High-quality enamelling
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Solar station

Collector Hot water

Cold water

Oil
Gas
Biomass
Heatpump

Hot water tank BE-SSP 2R 

Mixing valve

Dimensions

Type ISOVL-BE-SSP-2R 750 ISOVL-BE-SSP-2R 1000

Item no. 1610709 1610710

Outer diameter 950 mm 1000 mm

Material thickness 100 mm   100 mm

Specifications

Property Test method Value Unit

Density - 12 kg/m

Fogging behaviour DIN 75201 B < 0,2 mg

Formaldehyde emission VDA 275 < 2 mg/kg

Fire test DIN 75200 < 100 mm/min

Fire resistance class DIN 4102 B2 -

Fire resistance class in a compound DIN 4102 B2 -

Continuous connection temperature - max. 130 °C

Colour - white -

Thermal conductivity of the insulation - 0,041 W/mK

POLYESTER FIBRE FLEECE INSULATION
Max. operating temperature of smooth pipe coil 
(hot water, solar) 110°C

Max. operating temperature of tank (domestic 
hot water) 95°C

Design pressure (smooth pipe coil, tank) 10 bar

Max. inlet pressure of domestic hot water 7,5 bar

Boiler/heating connections G 1", R 1"

Domestic hot water connections R 1“ (with inflow absorber)

Corrosion protection Direct enamelling, magnesium 
anode installed from above

Specifications

Type BE-SSP-2R 200 BE-SSP-2R 300 BE-SSP-2R 400 BE-SSP-2R 500 BE-SSP-2R 750 BE-SSP-2R 1000

Item no. 1610711 1610712 1610713 1610714 1610715 1610716

Nominal volume 184 l 283 l 365 l 452 l 728 l 952 l

Standby volume 88 l 121 l 133 l 202 l 353 l 462 l

Height without insulation * - - - - 1931 mm 1959 mm

Height with insulation * 1432 mm 1794 mm 1591 mm 1921 mm 2043 mm 2070 mm

Diameter without insulation * - - - - 750 mm 850 mm

Diameter with insulation * 540 mm 600 mm 700 mm 700 mm 950 mm 1050 mm

Installation dimensions * 540 mm 600 mm 700 mm 700 mm 850 mm 950 mm

Tilt height * 1514 mm 1876 mm 1712 mm 2023 mm 2098 mm 2150 mm

Weight 75 kg 116 kg 132 kg 149 kg 221 kg 272 kg

*All size specifications have a tolerance range of +/- 3%

Characteristics of heat exchanger (smooth pipe coil)

Hot water coil (top. No. 1/4)

Heating surface 0.60 m² 0.80 m² 0.86 m² 1.08 m² 1.17 m² 1.37 m²

Content 4.20 l 5.50 l 5.99 l 7.57 l 8.15 l 9.60 l

Solar register (bottom. No. 11/12)

Heating surface 0.99 m² 1.30 m² 1.70 m² 1.82 m² 1.90 m² 2.06 m²

Content 7.00 l 9.00 l 11.72 l 12.69 l 13.26 l 14.42 l

Recommended collector area 6 m² 8 m² 10 m² 12 m² 14 m² 16 m²

Characteristics of domestic hot water
Domestic hot water (No. 13/15)

Domestic hot water pressure 
loss during continuous output 10 mbar 8 mbar 11 mbar 14 mbar 3 mbar 5 mbar

Rated load (TSp = 60°C. TCW = 10°C. THW = 45°C)

Rated load at top
(stand-by part heated) 2.3 2.5 5.7 8.9 6.2 7.1

Rated load at bottom
(tank fully heated) 4.2 8.4 15.2 19.1 21.0 26.0

BE-SSP-2R
HOT WATER TANK
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PS/1R
BACK-UP TANK

PS
BACK-UP TANK

FLEXIBLY USABLE  

An accumulator back-up tank is a heat storage unit in which 
the energy of the sun and the whole heating system is stored 
temporarily and can be discharged into the heating system 
(radiators, under-floor heating /wall-mounted heating), as 
and when required. Energy in the accumulator backup tank 
itself therefore does not flow continuously, but instead it 
“buffers” (stores temporarily) the energy of the whole  
system.

A FRESH APPROACH –  
SOLAR TANK WITH FRESHWATER MODULE

The required temperature of hot water can be manually set 
and, thanks to a patented process, the temperature is always 
exactly right.

It is the ideal solution for one to three-family households; 
however, if necessary, it can also supply very high quantities 
for drawing off.

Vital fresh water 
The fresh water station functions according to the continuous 
flow principle, i.e. only the required amount of DHW is instant-
ly heated.

Minimal pipe-work 
The fresh water module is assembled ready for connection to 
the tank, with which it fits together perfectly.

Inflow absorbers for optimal preservation of stratification.

Auxiliary heating 
Ideal for combination with solar, heat pump, biomass,  
oil or gas.

BENEFITS 
 + Impeccable hygiene thanks to instantaneous water 

heating
 + Fast response times without over or undershooting the 

preset temperature
 + Minimum piping required at the storage tank (ideally 

matched to the external freshwater module)

Space-saving design 
Highly efficient thermal insulation ensures lowest possible 
heat losses with a particularly space-saving design.

Full energy at any time 
The TiSUN® accumulator storage tank is the best solution 
should uniform quantities of hot water be used throughout the 
whole day.

Auxiliary heating 
Ideal for combination with solar, heat pumps, biomass, oil or 
gas (the perfect solution for any heating system).

BENEFITS
 + Improved cost-effectiveness for every heating system 

(solar, biomass, heat pump)
 + Space-saving design with minimum heat loss due to the 

highly efficient thermal insulation
 + Ideal in combination with TiSUN® storage tanks for storing 

large quantities of hot water

Fresh water module for PS/1R
Freshness guarantee –  
continuous circulation meets 
beautiful design

With its efficient design, it 
supplies fresh hot water at all 
times and is also very attractive 
to look at. It guarantees hot water 
production according to the 
continuous flow principle – eco-

nomical, safe, compact and user-friendly – ideal for one- to 
three-family dwellings. 
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PS/1R
BACK-UP TANK 

Back-up tank PS/1R

Collector

Hot water

Solar station

Cold water

Radiators

Oil
Gas
Biomass
Heat pump

UFH

Specifications for PS/1R with Fresh water module

Type PS/1R 500 PS/1R 800 PS/1R 1000

Item no. 1610790 1610791 1610792

Nominal volume [l] 514 744 930

Height without insulation [mm] * 1760 1910 2120

Height with insulation [mm]* 1860 2010 2220

Diameter without insulation [mm]* 650 750 790

Diameter with insulation [mm]* 850 950 990 

Tilt height [mm]* 1820 1975 2185

Weight [kg] 181 205 239

* All size specifications have a tolerance range of +/- 3%

Solar register

Material S 235 JR steel

Outer diameter 33.7 mm

Inner diameter 29.1 mm

Wall thickness 2.3 mm

Smooth pipe surface area 1.9 m² 2.5 m² 3.1 m²

Length 18 m 24 m 29 m

Windings (number of) 14 17 18

Overall height 800 mm 1000 mm 1100 mm

Average diameter of windings 400 mm 450 mm 500 mm

Contents 16.44 l 22 l 26.5 l

Max. recommended collector surface area 10.5 m² 13 m² 15.5 m²

Discharge capacity and hot water tap output (+/- 5% deviation)

Fully loaded

Single discharge capacity (hot water 40 °C) when the back-up tank is loaded at 60 °C 385 l 555 l 720 l

Single discharge capacity (hot water 40 °C) when the back-up tank is loaded at 55°C 310 l 460 l 590 l

Single discharge capacity (hot water 40 °C) when the back-up tank is loaded at 50°C 250 l 360 l 470 l

Half loaded

Single discharge capacity (hot water 40 °C) when the back-up tank is loaded at 60 °C 243 l 353 l 459 l

Single discharge capacity (hot water 40 °C) when the back-up tank is loaded at 55°C 191 l 278 l 360 l

Single discharge capacity (hot water 40 °C) when the back-p tank is loaded at 50°C 138 l 202 l 262 l

FRESH WATER MODULE

The fresh water module guarantees permanently fresh and vital 
hot water. Required quantities can be supplied without any waiting 
time or temperature fluctuations. A long service life is ensured by 
high-quality components and protection against limescale depositi-
on due to thermal conditions.

Product advantages: Prevents the development of Legionella  
bacteria, very fast response times, tank or wall installation, for 1 to 3 
family households, separable flat sealing system connection,  
high tap quantities through utilisation of a large heat exchanger.

Technical Description Fresh water module

Item no. 1610802

Max. tap output 30 l/min

Charger pump 230 V (50 Hz)

Speed 2200 U/min

Power consumption 95 W

Nominal current 0.4 A

Max. operating pressure, fresh water circuit 10 bar

Max. operating pressure, backup water circuit 3 bar

Cover EPP

Weight 20 kg

Temperatures min. - max.

Ambient 2°C - 40°C

Back-up water 2°C - 95°C

Connections

Cold water G1" IG

Hot water G1" IG

Tank forward flow G1" AG

Tank return flow G1" AG

Circulation G½" IG

POLYESTER FIBRE FLEECE INSULATION FOR PS/1R

Three-part polyester fibre fleece insulation, 100 mm; with 1 mm 
thick textured grey polystyrene outer shell; Best heat insulation  
properties guaranteed, insulation fire resistance class B2,  
CFCfree and 100% recyclable.

Dimensions

Type ISOVL 
PS/1R 500

ISOVL 
PS/1R 800

ISOVL 
PS/1R 1000S

Item no. 1610797 1610798 1610799

Outer diameter 850 mm 950 mm 1050 mm

Material 
thickness 100 mm

Property Test method Value Unit

Density - 12 kg/m3

Fogging behaviour DIN 75201 B < 0,2 mg

Formaldehyde emission VDA 275 < 2 mg/kg

Fire test DIN 75200 < 100 mm/min

Fire resistance class DIN 4102 B2 -

Fire resistance class in a 
compound DIN 4102 B2 -

Continuous connection 
perature - max. 130 °C

Colour - white -

Thermal conductivity 
of the insulation - 0.041 W/mK

Specifications

Max. operating temperature 110 °C

Max. tank operating pressure 3 bar

Boiler/heating connections Rp 6/4“(partially with inflow absorber)

FWM connections Rp 1“

Cylinder feed and darin cock 
connections Rp ½“

Thermometer connection Rp ½“

Fresh water modul FWM
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Specifications

Type PS 500 PS 800 PS 1000B PS 1000S PS 1250 PS 1500 PS 2000 PS 2500 PS 3000 PS 4000 PS 5000

Item no. 1610655 1610656 1610657 1610658 1610659 1610660 1610661 1610662 1610663 1610664 1610665

Nominal volume [l] 514 744 971 930 1246 1496 1889 2430 2910 3920 4950

Height without insulation [mm] * 1760 1910 1950 2120 2200 2190 2280 2170 2660 2290 2800

Height with insulation [mm] * 1860 2010 2050 2220 2300 2290 2380 2270 2760 2390 2900

Diameter without insulation [mm] * 650 750 850 790 900 1000 1100 1300 1250 1600 1600

Diameter with insulation [mm] * 850 950 1050 990 1100 1200 1300 1500 1470 1820 1820

Tilt height [mm] * 1800 1965 2020 2180 2270 2280 2380 2350 2780 2520 2945

Weight [kg] 130 150 163 168 204 236 267 403 415 510 520

* All size specifications have a tolerance range of +/- 3%

Solar station

Collector Hot water

Pro-Clean® solar stratified tank

Cold water

Radiators UFH

PS Back-up tank

Oil
Gas
Biomass
Heat pump

Mixing valve

POLYESTER FIBRE FLEECE INSULATION FOR BACK-UP TANKS

Three-part polyester fibre fleece insulation, 100 mm; with 1 mm thick textured grey polystyrene outer shell (RAL9022); shell assembled with 
clip locking rails, including lid and base insulation. Best heat insulation properties guaranteed, insulation fire resistance class B2, CFCfree 
and 100% recyclable.

Dimensions

Type ISOVL 
PS 500

ISOVL 
PS 800

ISOVL 
PS 1000 B

ISOVL 
PS 1000 S

ISOVL 
PS 1250

ISOVL 
PS 1500

ISOVL 
PS 2000

ISOVL 
PS 2500

ISOVL 
PS 3000

ISOVL 
PS 4000

ISOVL  
PS 5000

Item no. 1610873 1610874 1610875 1610876 1610877 1610878 1610879 1610880 1610881 1610882 1610883

Diameter 850 mm 950 mm 1050 mm 990 mm 1100 mm 1200 mm 1300 mm 1500 mm 1470 mm 1820 mm 1820 mm

Material thickness 100 mm 100 mm 110 mm

Property Test method Value Unit

Density - 12 kg/m3

Fogging behaviour DIN 75201 B < 0,2 mg

Formaldehyde emission VDA 275 < 2 mg/kg

Fire test DIN 75200 < 100 mm/min

Fire resistance class DIN 4102 B2 -

Fire resistance class in a 
compound DIN 4102 B2 -

Continuous connection 
temperature - max. 130 °C

Colour - white -

Thermal conductivity of 
the insulation - 0.041 W/mK

PS
BACK-UP TANK 

Specifications

Max. operating temperature 110 °C

Max. tank operating pressure 3 bar

Boiler/heating connections Rp 1½“ (partially with inflow absorber)

Cylinder feed and drain cock 
connections RP ½“

Thermometer connection Rp ½“
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SWS
SOLAR HOT WATER SET

1

2

3

4A

5

4B

4C

1

2

Collector Hot water

Cold water

Hot water tank

3 Mixing valve

4 Solar station

Oil
Gas
Biomass
Heat pump

Frost protection concentrate

Solar expansion vessel

SOLAR HOT WATER SET WITH HOT WATER TANK BE-SSP-2R

Module collector PFM-S 2.01/2.55 (vertical) or PFM-W 2.01/2.55 (horizontal)
 + Easy installation of the collectors (Plug & Flow) and suitable for various attachment 

systems (in-roof, on-roof, parallel and freestanding installation).
 + High degree of efficiency, proven by test certificates
 + Very rugged and resistant construction

BE-SSP-2R solar hot water tank incl. insulating material
 + Direct-enamelled, with an upper register and a solar coil in the lowest, cold zone, 

together with a large surface area for rapid water heating
 + Solar tanks with minimum heat loss and fast installation (up to 500 litres fixed hard 

polyurethane foam, over 500 litres with polyester fibre fleece insulation)

Domestic hot water mixing valve BMV

SFRE 25 solar station for wall or tank installation

Single-line solar station with Simplex solar control unit, standard pump and flow meter
 + Compact TiSUN® EPP heat insulation jacket with integrated control unit
 + Incl. solar expansion tank with corresponding connection set
 + Heat metering optionally available possible (with flow rate measure device; not included in the set)

SFR 25 solar station for wall or tank installation

Dual-line solar station with Simplex solar control unit, standard pump and flow meter. 
 + Compact TiSUN® EPP heat insulation jacket with integrated control unit
 + Incl. solar expansion tank with corresponding connection set
 + Opt. available heat quantity meter possible (with volume measuring instrument; not incl. in the set) 

SSR 25 solar station for wall and tank mounting

Dual-line solar station with Duplex system control unit, standard pump and flow sensor. 
 + Compact TiSUN® EPP heat insulation jacket with integrated control unit
 + Incl. solar expansion tank with corresponding connection set
 + Incl. heat quantity meter using integrated VFS sensor
 + Incl. gravity brake and bleeder in the solar forward flow 

NEW

With heat metering

TAKE A BATH WITH SOLAR ENERGY

The SWS solar hot water set is the ideal „compact model“ for 
using free solar energy to produce hot water. Even if the sun 
doesn‘t shine, you still have wonderfully hot water. 

Where solar heat is used to heat domestic water, the solar 
storage unit augments the collectors and auxiliary heating op-
timally, ensuring fast heating and low heat losses. Maximum 
hygiene guaranteed!

PRODUCT BENEFITS
 + Optimum set arrangement due to careful 

coordination of all power components
 + Energy efficiency (up to 60%)
 + Quick-Fix installation, pre-installed and plug-ready
 + In-roof, on-roof and freestanding installation, 

suitable for all types of roof
 + Various collector mounting and piping materials also 

available
 + Ten-year guarantee on collectors with Europe-wide 

Solar Keymark certification
 + Five-year guarantee on tanks
 + Long service life of TiSUN products due to robust 

construction and material
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SHS 
SOLAR HEATING SET

2

4

3

Collector Hot  
water

Pro-Clean®  solar stratified tank

Solar station

Mixing 
valve

Cold water

Radiators UFH1

Oil
Gas
Biomass
Heat pump

1

Frost protection fl uid ready-mixed

Solar expansion tank

SOLAR HEATING SET WITH PRO CLEAN®  SOLAR STRATIFIED TANK

Module collector PFM-S 2.55 (vertical) or PFM-W 2.55 (horizontal)
 + Easy installation of the collectors (Plug & Flow) and suitable for various attachment 

systems (in-roof, on-roof, parallel and freestanding installation).
 + High degree of efficiency, proven by test certificates
 + Very rugged and resistant construction

2

3

4

5

Domestic hot water mixing valve BMV

SSRH 25/50 solar station for wall mounting

Dual-line solar station with Duplex system control unit, HE pump and flow sensor,
 + with a high-efficiency circulation pump -> ErP-ready
 + Compact TiSUN® EPP heat insulation jacket with integrated control unit
 + Incl. solar expansion tank with corresponding connection set
 + Incl. heat metering using integrated VFS sensor
 + Incl. electronic speed control for optimised operation
 + Incl. gravity brake and bleeder in the Solar Forwar Flow

Pro-Clean® solar stratified tank, incl. insulating material and spherical exchanger 
 + Patented stratified charging system
 + Optimum use of solar energy for hot water and heating
 + Simple functional concept without complicated technology (natural principle) = long service life
 + Hygienic domestic hot water heating, flowing through a special corrugated stainless steel pipe

Benefits  SHS Pro Clean®

 + with heat metering 
 + with high-efficiency energy-saving pump
 + simple utilisation of solar energy for hot 

water and heating
 + solar priority shift for faster hot water 

heating
 + germ-free fresh water heating using a 

special corrugated stainless steel pipe
 + space saving design
 + possibility to reheat with all conventional 

heating systems

PRODUCT BENEFITS
 + Optimum set arrangement due to careful 

coordination of all power components
 + Energy efficiency (up to 60%)
 + Quick-Fix installation, pre-installed and plug-ready
 + In-roof, on-roof and freestanding installation, 

suitable for all types of roof
 + Various collector mounting and piping materials also 

available
 + Ten-year guarantee on collectors with Europe-wide 

Solar Keymark certification
 + Five-year guarantee on tanks
 + Long service life of TiSUN products due to robust 

construction and material

HEAT WITHOUT WORRY

With up to 80% savings, our solar heating set is a particularly 
efficient solution when it comes to feeding a heating system 
with solar energy. 

Great side-effect: Annual heating bill costs will no longer 
make you hot and bothered!
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SHS 
SOLAR HEATING SET

2 Solar stratified tank

1 Collector

Hot water

fresh water module

Cold water

3

4Solar station

Radiators UFH

Oil
Gas
Biomass
Heat pump

Frost protection fluid concentrate

Solar expansion tank

SOLAR HEATING SET WITH SOLAR STRATIFIED TANK PS/1R

Modular collector PFM-S 2.55 (vertical) or PFM-W 2.55 (horizontal)
 + Easy installation of the collectors (Plug & Flow) and suitable for various attachment 

systems (in-roof, onroof, parallel and freestanding installation).
 + High degree of efficiency, proven by test certificates
 + Very rugged and resistant construction1

2

3

4

5

Solar stratified tank PS/1R 
 + Compact multi-functional solar tank system for domestic water and heating,  

including solar coil
 + Solar heat exchanger in the lowest, cold zone with a very large surface area
 + Possibility to install the solar and/or fresh water station

FWM fresh water module
 + Compact fresh water module for hygienic water heating
 + High tap quantities possible thanks to largely-dimensioned heat exchanger
 + Quick-reacting temperature control prevents heat-caused calcification
 + For tank and wall installation
 + Optional circulation pump directly pluggable

SFR 25 solar station for wall or tank installation

Dual-line solar station with Simplex solar control unit, standard pump and flow meter.
 + Compact TiSUN® EPP heat insulation jacket with integrated control unit
 + Incl. solar expansion tank with corresponding connection set
 + Opt. available heat quantity meter possible (with volume measuring instrument; not incl. in the set)

NEW

2 Solar fresh water tank

1 Collector
Hot 
water

Mixing valve

Radiators

UFH

Cold water

3

4Solar station
Oil
Gas
Biomass

2

3

4

Domestic hot water mixing valve BMV

Frost protection fluid concentrate

Solar expansion vessel

SOLAR HEATING SET WITH SOLAR FRESH WATER TANK FS/1R

Module collector PFM-S 2.55 (vertical) or PFM-W 2.55 (horizontal)
 + Easy installation of the collectors (Plug & Flow) and suitable for various attachment 

systems (in-roof, on-roof, parallel and freestanding installation).
 + High degree of efficiency, proven by test certificates
 + Very rugged and resistant construction

FS/1R solar fresh water tank, incl. insulation material
 + Compact multi-functional solar tank system for domestic hot water and heating,  

including solar coil
 + Solar heat exchanger in the lowest, cold zone with a very large surface area
 + Hygienic domestic hot water heating, flowing through a special corrugated stainless steel pipe

SSR 25 solar station for wall and tank mounting

Dual-line solar station with Duplex system control unit, standard pump and flow sensor.
 + Compact TiSUN® EPP heat insulation jacket with integrated control unit
 + Incl. solar expansion tank with corresponding connection set
 + Incl. heat quantity meter using integrated VFS sensor
 + Incl. gravity brake and bleeder in the solar forward flow

With heat metering

5

1
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Domestic hot water mixing valve BMV

Frost protection fluid concentrate

Solar expansion tank

SOLAR FREH WATER SET WITH SOLAR FRESH WATER TANK FS/1R

Module collector PFM-S 2.01 (vertical) or PFM-W 2.01 (horizontal)
 + Easy installation of the collectors (Plug & Flow) and suitable for various attachment 

systems (in-roof, on-roof, parallel and freestanding installation).
 + High degree of efficiency, proven by test certificates
 + Very rugged and resistant construction

Solar fresh water tank FS/1R, incl. insulation material 
 + Compact multi-functional solar tank system for domestic hot water and heating,  

including solar coil
 + Solar heat exchanger in the lowest, cold zone with a very large surface area
 + Hygienic domestic hot water heating, flowing through a special corrugated stainless steel pipe

5

SFR 25 solar station for wall or tank installation

Dual-line solar station with Simplex solar control unit, standard pump and flow meter.
 + Compact TiSUN® EPP heat insulation jacket with integrated control unit
 + Incl. solar expansion tank with corresponding connection set
 + Optionally available heat quantity meter possible (with volume measuring instrument;  

not included in the set)

NEW

SFS 
SOLAR FRESH WATER SET

Domestic hot water systems with decentralised, germ-free 
water heating. Higher operating temperatures for the hot 
water enable an improved solar yield in comparison with 
boiler systems. The domestic hot water heating is conducted 
hygienically according to the continuous flow principle in 
maintenance-free operation. Partial solar space heating for 
countries with solar radiation above 1000 W/m².

PRODUCT BENEFITS
 + Optimum set arrangement due to careful 

coordination of all power components
 + Energy efficiency (up to 60%)
 + Quick-Fix installation, pre-installed and plug-ready
 + In-roof, on-roof and freestanding installation, 

suitable for all types of roof
 + Various collector mounting and piping materials also 

available
 + Ten-year guarantee on collectors with Europe-wide 

Solar Keymark certification
 + Five-year guarantee on tanks
 + Long service life of TiSUN products due to robust 

construction and material
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Solar Keymark

TANK VOLUME
 + 145 l Tank volume
 + 192 l Tank volume
 + 282 l Tank volume

PRODUCT BENEFITS
 + Solar Keymark System Test EN 12976
 + High efficiency thanks to high-selectivity coated 

absorber
 + Laser-welded, harp system
 + Long service life due to powder-coating, robust, 

temperature- and weather-resistant design 
 + Low heat loss thanks to excellent tank insulation
 + Quick and simple installation
 + No additional costs for pumps, solar station, etc.
 + No solar control unit required
 + Compact and space-saving design
 + All necessary pipes, fittings, pressure relief valves and 

frost protection are included with delivery.

THERMOSIPHON SYSTEM

Optimal utilization of water heating 
The thermosiphon system covers hot water requirements of 
up to 500 litres per day. 

Easy & fast installation 
quick set-up, low maintenance and high efficiency

Cost-effective 
The advantage is that it avoids using a conventional pump, 
which keeps the complexity and costs of a thermosiphon 
system low.

THERMOSIPHON CONNECTION DIAGRAM

Solar return

Solar flow

Cold water hot water

ALL IN ONE

The Thermosiphon System covers hot water requirements of up 
to 500 litres per day and is distinguished by its quick setup, low 
maintenance and high efficiency.

Thermosiphon Systems are able to produce heat from solar 
energy, operating on the thermosiphon principle. 

Thermosiphon systems work according to the “gravity prin-
ciple” – heat rises. Heat transfer takes place through natural 
convection, without any pump or control unit. Solar fluid heated 
in the collector rises and transfers heat to the domestic water 
in the enamelled tank through a highly-efficient double jacket 
system.

The Thermosiphon System is available in three designs, each 
is characterised by high-selectivity coated harp absorbers and 
tank sizes, perfectly coordinated with the system together with 
unique charging properties.

The Thermosiphon System is available for parallel roof and 
free-standing installation.
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Solar Keymark
THERMOSIPHON SYSTEM

Designation THSY160 1H THSY200 1H THSY300 2H

Connections
Collector Clamping ring threaded connection, Ø 22 mm

Tank 1/2“, with double nipple and elbow to ¾“ for solar connection

Copper pipe

Length 2000 mm

Diameter Ø 22 mm

Insulating material Elastomer rubber with protective PE film

Insulation thickness 20 mm

Corrugated stainless  
steel pipe

Nominal size DN 20

Forward flow length 320 mm 320 mm 800 mm

Return length 210 mm 210 mm 650 mm

Connections 3/4“union nut

Flat seal 4x AFM 34

Insulation Rubber with protective film

Insulation thickness 20 mm

Solar pressure relief valve

Installation location Central sleeve on top of tank

Connection 1/2“

Max. pressure 3 bar

Solar pressure relief valve
Domestic water side

Installation location Cold water connection

Connection 1/2“

Max. pressure 6 bar

Features Integrated check valve

Temperature pressure
relief valve

Installation location Left-hand sleeve on top of tank

Connection 1/2“

Max. temperature 94°C

Max. pressure 6 bar

Features Temperature restriction to 94 °C in accordance with DIN 4708 (95 °C)

Glycol

Min. level 20 %

Constituents Propylene glycol + inhibitors

Appearance Colourless liquid

Delivered quantity 3 l in 1 l packages 4 l in 1 l packages 5 l in 1 l packages

Designation THSY160 1H THSY200 1H THSY300 2H

Collector

Quantity 1 2

Dimensions 1030 x 2030 mm

Gross area 2.09 m² 2.09 m² 2 x 2.09 m²

Aperture area 1.92 m² 1.92 m² 2 x 1.92 m²

Coating High-selectivity

Absorber type Harp

Header Cu 22 mm

Rear wall insulation 40 mm mineral wool with fleece cover 40 mm mineral wool with fleece

Side insulation 20 mm mineral wool with fleece cover 20 mm mineral wool with fleece

Tank

Content 145 l 192 l 282 l

Diameter 500 mm 580 mm 580 mm

Length 1250 mm 1250 mm 1750 mm

Max. operating pressure 10 bar

Recommended operating 
pressure 6 bar

Max. press. solar 3 bar

Max. temperature 94°C

Insulating material Hard polyurethane foam

Insulation thickness 40 mm

Connections 1/2“

Inner coating Enamelled

Corrosion protection 2 x magnesium anode

Heat exchanger Jacketed shell

Heat exchanger surface 0.98 m² 1.16 m² 1.57 m²

Empty weight 67 kg 85 kg 107 kg

Full weight 212 kg 277 kg 367 kg

Frame

Material Steel

Thickness 3 mm

Production Lasered

Corrosion protection Powder-coated

Use Upright and parallel roof installation
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